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Vettel on brink of another title
Having dominated the season thus far Sebastian vettel 
is now on the brink of clinching his second world title 
following a superb victory at the historic Monza circuit 
in italy.

The reigning world champion came to italy with 
Red Bull tipped to struggle due to their aerodynamic 
configuration which has seen the car struggle to match 
the top speed figures of its rivals. Even so this race showed, 
once again, that Red Bull is now ready to challenge to be 
the elite team of the next ten years.

The form of Red Bull over the last three years has clearly 
set them apart from the rest of the grid but the intelligence 
of the team and the bravery of vettel shows that there 
really is no limit to what this team can achieve.

it is very difficult for any team to break into the ranks of 
leading teams on a consistent basis and history is littered 
with teams, such as Jordan, that developed into a leading 
team before ultimately falling back towards the midfield. 
Ferrari and McLaren have managed to weather numerous 
storms to consistently set the pace in Formula 1 but once 
great teams such as Williams and Benetton/Renault show 
just how difficult it is to stay at the front of the field.

Red Bull looks more than capable of consolidating their 
position as the world’s leading race team due to having 
the correct balance of financial and technical resources 
while also have an elite driver in the form of vettel.

History always shows the importance of having a 
leading driver with the 50s dominated by Juan Manual 
Fangio, the 60s by Jimmy Clark, 70s by Jackie Stewart, 80s 
by alain Prost, 90s by aryton Senna and the first decade 
of the 21st century by Michael Schumacher. all of these 
drivers had a unique ability to mould a team around 
them. 

Each of these drivers used this ability to ensure that 
they were in the best car for the majority of their careers 
with the likes of Clark and Schumacher surrounded by the 
best minds in the sport in the shape of Colin Chapman 
and Ross Brawn helping to ensure that their dominance 
could continue for prolonged periods of times.

With vettel paired with Red Bull technical director 
adrian newey there is no doubt that Red Bull will 
continue to set the pace for foreseeable future. newey’s 
genius has been well documented over the course of the 
last twenty years with Williams, McLaren and now Red 
Bull all having won championships with cars penned on 
his drawing board. With vettel still to reach the prime of 
his career it is clear that Red Bull is primed for a period of 
dominance that could rival any in history.

historic level of competition
Standing in their way of dominance are Ferrari and 

McLaren. Both teams are eager to improve in 2012. Their 
cars have been unable to match Red Bull in qualifying 
this year but their race pace has, by and large, been very 
impressive. With Fernando alonso, Lewis Hamilton and 
Jenson Button driving these teams do not lack talent 
behind the wheel but they still have to show that they 
can match the newey designed Red Bulls but with the 
Englishman facing the law of diminishing returns in 
relation to the development ceiling of the RB7 it will be 
very interesting to see if Red Bull can once again make 
a car capable of qualifying dominance on a par to the 
current RB7.

Formula 1 is heading towards an apex of 
competitiveness at the front of the field unlike any in 
history. While occasionally two teams challenge each 
other for championships to have three teams capable of 
setting the pace is a mouth-watering prospect that has 
the potential to continue to offer the thrilling races that 
have made 2011 one of the great seasons in the history 
of the sport.

vettel’s dominance of the championship standings 
has made it easy to claim that Formula 1 is exceptionally 
predictable but once the surface has been scratched it is 
clear that a golden age of racing can only get better.

Title battles coming to a head in MotogP
This weekend MotogP travels to aragon with all three 

championships still finely balanced. 2007 champion 
Casey Stoner leads the premier class standings by 35 
points but with reigning champion Jorge Lorenzo on 
home soil, and with his confidence riding high following 
his Misano victory, it is clear that there is still much to 
play for before the season ends.

Reigning 125cc champion Marc Marquez has adapted 
unbelievable well to Moto2 and the diminutive Spaniard 
looks primed to challenge Stefan Bradl all the way to the 
final race of the season. Marquez’ year has been very 
similar to his form last year when a midseason run of 
victories gave him the opportunity to win the title at the 
final race of the season. Having won six of the last seven 
races it is clear that Marquez will start this weekend eager 
to put even more pressure on Bradl who has not won a 
race since the British grand Prix.

in the 125cc class it will be very interesting to see 
if Johann Zarco can lift himself off the canvas after 
effectively handing nico Terol the victory in Misano after 
leading comfortably out of the final corner before easing 
off as he came to the finish line. Zarco claimed that he 
was making a point that Terol has a better engine than 
him but the only point that was made was that Terol has 
gained an upper hand mentally over his rival. 

This weekend will see each of the title contenders 
attempt to gain the mental ascendancy for the final five 
races of the MotogP season.

Billy Marks had to hold his breath 
as the Judge pored over the photo-
finish to last Saturday night’s 
ladbrokes.com irish Derby final. 

One of the Blackrock man’s 
two runners was involved, and 
whatever the opinion on the track 
was, multiple viewings on the 
screens suggested  his Razldazxl 
George had failed to catch the 
frontrunning Dream Walker. 

But you know what they say 
about the camera? No, it doesn’t 
lie.

When the picture came up it 
showed that ‘Gorgeous George’ 
had prevailed by the narrowest 
of margins, thus giving Marks, as 
breeder and part-owner, a major 
share in another Derby winner.

Six years ago, Razldazl Billy, 
running in the name of his late 
wife, Carmel, ran out one of the 
easiest winners of the country’s 
premier Classic. Now he’s in the 
record books as breeder and 
member of the Dazzling Syndicate, 
and if you were to ask him, he’d 

probably say that being owner of 
Razldazl George’s dam, Razldazl 
Pearl, gives him the greater 
satisfaction.

Pearl is a real queen of the 
breeding paddocks. She’s had 
several litters, and has produced 
star performers in each of them. 
Her latest to race is by Razldazl 
Billy, and on the Friday night 
at Harold’s Cross, one of them, 
Razldazl Houdini, won a heat of 
the irish Puppy. One for the future, 
perhaps.

Victory for Razldazl George, 
coming at the end of a race that saw 
the other Marks runner, Razldazl 
Bugatti, and race favourite, 
Rockchase Bullet, knocked out of 
contention at the opening bend, 
gave  trainer, Dolores Ruth, a third 
Derby success.

The Rathangan, Co Klildare-
based handler was responsible 
for Razldazl Billy’s success and 
before that Shanless Slippy, who 
prevailed in the English equivalent 
at Wimbledon. To do it this time 
with a greyhound who first saw 

the light of day at her kennel and 
whose dam she raced  must make 
it very special indeed.

While the fireworks were going 
off at Shelbourne – the up-and-
coming Milldean Panther was 
sensational, and Spearhawk 
won a top-class sprint for for 
Clogherhead’s Craig Kelly and 
Tommy McKevitt, from Dromiskin 
–  a number of local runners made 
their mark at Dowdallshjill.

She’s So Tasty scored in the 
opener for Ardee’s Patricia Aedo, 
before Thirsty Otto provided a 
thrill for Dundalk chaps, Dean 
Watters and Christopher Doyle, 
leasding all the way in a sprint.

There was more to come. Ronka 
won for Clogherhead’s Doreen 
Burke, and Peter Noone sent out 
Pretty Pandora from his lordship 
kennels to score a convincing 525 
win..

A fine night was completed 
by Arthur Boyle’s Dowdallshill 
runner, Athlacca Alarm, making 
it two on-the-trot, getting in front 
this time in a 525. 

Trainer Noone had a winner 
the previous night at a benefit 
meeting for the irish Wheelchair 
Association, his Come On Trigger 
leading from flagfall to finish in a 
race over the energy-sapping 900 
distance. 

A winner on the night that 
met with most acclaim was 
that of Shreks Headon. Seamus 
Casey, whose kennels are at 
Channonrock, owns this lad, and 
Seamus happens to be also the 
night’s chief organiser.

He must have told lots of the 
guests about the dog’s chances, 
because where as 4/1 was available 
with the bookies, Shreks paid only 
half those odds on the Tote.

A very good night was closed 
out by Occes Gooners running 
a blinder for cousins, Pascal 
Sage and Mark Kerr, and Cian’s 
Machine bringing his career-tally 
to five with a smart win over the 
525. This lad is owned by Peter 
and Antoinette Norton and 
trained in Dowdallshill by Seamus 
O’Hanlon.

It’s all razzle dazzle as 
George wins Derby for Billy

By joe carroll

sailing carlingford sailing club championship

A light south-westerly breeze provided the tricki-
est of conditions on the first day of Carlingford 
Sailing Club’s Club Championship 2011. 

in - at times – flat, calm waters, three races were 
successfully run on the standard olympic course; 
triangle, sausage, triangle. 

the 14 competitors had to contend with 
Carlingford’s infamous wind shifts across the 
course, sometimes veering up to 45 degrees. there 
was also a flooding tide that often hampered 
more than helped, and drastic changes in wind 
strength. 

What became clear as the day progressed was 
that only the most talented of helm and crew 
pairing would win out on the day, save for a little 
luck that was always most welcome. 

that evening, only one point separated terence 
linehan and John Coyle on board Fast Foward from 
the first-placed Mark Slater and Kenneth Molloy on 
board Mid life Crisis.

Strong performances from Davey McCloskey and 
Joe Fitzpatrick on Free Ranger, Margaret McCarthy 
and gerard Kilgallon, Comodore Jim garvey and 
Johnny Duffy on Shady character and Sheila and 
Jim Slater on Phat Boys ensured that there was 
a pack of boats chomping for second and third 
places!

it didn’t look like 20 knots from the shore on 
Sunday morning but this is often the case on 
Carlingford lough. She blew from the south-east, 
the Mournes and Cooleys acting like a wind tunnel 
and it freshened to 25 knots. 

White horses blew off wave crests and we were 
in for a cracking two races. Again, an expertly laid 
out Olympic course was set by Michael harris-
Bourke and an able race and rescue team. 

At 1400 hours the fleet hit the line almost 
simultaneously, and with only one point between 
first and second place and barely three points 
separating the rest of the fleet, this race could 
make or break each team’s chances of glory. 

this day was to be about strength, work, grit and 
determination. it was less about tactics and more 
about making less mistakes than your competitor. 
in these conditions, the simple things count, swift 
tacking, sail trim, flat boat, keep an even keel. 

it became clear that the lads on Mid life Crisis 
were enjoying themselves, they were in their grove 
and at the half way stage they had opened up 
a commanding lead over Shady Character, but 
nothing can be taken for granted in racing. 

they kept their nerve - race four was theirs. 
the final race of the competition presented even 
strengthening winds and exhilarating speeds. this 

was now a battle for the remaining places, second 
and third. Once again the hard-working boys on 
Mid life Crisis prevailed taking line honours for the 
fourth time that weekend. 

the fleet came ashore, cold, wet, tired 
and beaming from ear to ear. the event had 
encapsulated everything great about Flying 15 
sailing in Carlingford lough.

Over hot drinks and cold ones Commodore Jim 
garvey presented confirmation of the results from 
our weekend’s racing. 

third place went to Free Ranger Davey McCloskey 
and Joe Fitzpatrick, second place went to terence 
linehan and John Coyle on Fast Forward, but there 
was no crisis on board Mid life Crisis. 

With four firsts from five races Mark Slater 
and Kenneth Molloy are confirmed Carlingford 
Sailing Club champions 2011 and Flying 15 club 
champions 2011.

the Flying 15 fleet will continue racing each 
Saturday in 2011 until November and new crew 
and helm are always welcome. 

if you would like to join the sailing club 
please contact info@carlingfordsailingslub.net 
or Membership Secretary Fergal Cassidy on 087 
2548277

a win life crisis

club commodore Jim garvey, Flying 15 Fleet captain 
Kenneth Molloy presenting winners cup to Mark slater 
and race od Michael harris Barke.


